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Abstract—In transform-based compression schemes, the task of choosing, quantizing, and coding the coefficients that best represent a signal
is of prime importance. As a step in this direction, Yang and Gibson
[1] have designed a coefficient selection scheme based on Campbell’s
coefficient rate and spectral entropy [2]. Building on the spectral entropybased coefficient selection mechanism, we develop a method to allocate
bits amongst the chosen coefficients that can outperform the classical
method under certain conditions. We then design quantization matrices
(QMs) based on the proposed bit allocation scheme. Results show that
the newly designed QMs perform better than the default QMs for
H.264/AVC encoding in terms of both peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR)
and structural similarity (SSIM). The proposed method entails delay but
is not computationally intensive.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Fidelity Range Extensions (FRExt) of the H.264/AVC standard
allow the use of quantization matrices (QMs) that can be updated
at frame level. Although default QMs are speciﬁed in the standard,
the encoder can specify a customized QM for each transform block
size and separately for intra and inter prediction, for use in inversequantization scaling by the decoder [3]. Several methods have been
proposed for the design of QMs for image and video coding, most
common of them being psycho-visual model based techniques [4],
[5] and rate-distortion (RD) optimization techniques [6]–[8].
In this work, we propose a QM design algorithm using Campbell’s
concepts of spectral entropy and coefﬁcient rate [2]. Since spectral
entropy methods entail delay, this scheme can be used to customize
QMs on a per-frame basis in contrast to macroblock adaptive QM
schemes proposed for H.264 video encoders [9]–[11]. First, we build
on Yang and Gibson’s spectral entropy-based coefﬁcient selection
scheme [1] and derive a scheme that can be used to allocate bits
amongst the chosen signiﬁcant coefﬁcients. Then we design QMs
based on the proposed bit allocation scheme and demonstrate that the
newly designed QMs outperform the default QMs in a H.264/AVC
encoder. The performance evaluation is done using PSNR, the
most commonly used video quality metric and structural similarity
(SSIM), an objective metric for assessing perceptual video quality
[12]. The proposed QM design method involves delay but is not
computationally intensive. Hence, it can be used in applications such
as video streaming and entertainment-quality encoding where lowlatency encoding is not a necessity.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II brieﬂy discusses
previous research on spectral entropy including Yang and Gibson’s
coefﬁcient selection mechanism, develops the spectral entropy-based
bit allocation method, and suggests a way to employ the proposed bit
allocation scheme for QM design. Section III provides implementation details and discusses experimental results that show the improved
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performance of the newly designed QMs. It also brieﬂy outlines scope
for future improvements. Finally, Section IV summarizes the work.
II. S PECTRAL E NTROPY- BASED Q UANTIZATION M ATRIX D ESIGN
A. Previous research on Spectral Entropy
In transform coding-based compression schemes where the bandwidth is limited, it is not possible to transmit all transform coefﬁcients
and hence some coefﬁcients need to be discarded. Therefore it is
important to choose or sample the transform coefﬁcients that best
represent a signal and code them with high ﬁdelity. In 1960, Campbell
[2] ﬁrst examined the problem of sampling a random process with
non-rectangular power spectral densities (PSD) and demonstrated
that the products of a large number of sample functions of such a
random process require average sampling rates less than the Nyquist
rate. Using a version of the asymptotic equipartition property (AEP),
he proved that a Karhunen-Loéve (K-L) expansion of the product
of N sample functions of a stationary random process X(t) could
be separated into two sets: one with average power very close to
that of the product and the other with very low average power.
Asymptotically in the number of sample functions N and the support
interval T of X(t), he showed that the average number of terms in
the high energy set approached the coefﬁcient rate Q deﬁned as
 

Q = exp − S(f ) log S(f ) df ,
(1)
where S(f ) is the normalized PSD of X(t). Since the quantity in
the exponent h(S) = log(Q) resembles the differential entropy of
S(f ), it was termed the spectral entropy by Gibson et al. [13].
Campbell presented this as a sampling result but did not explore
the application of the spectral entropy and coefﬁcient rate for data
compression. Additionally, Abramson [14] examined Campbell’s
results and observed that a compression scheme based on spectral
entropy was not apparent.
Almost thirty years after Campbell’s work, Yang and Gibson
[1], [15]–[18] examined Campbell’s coefﬁcient rate and theoretically
derived a new mechanism for selecting the signiﬁcant coefﬁcients i.e.
those that best represent a signal. They proved that the number of
signiﬁcant coefﬁcients in each component should be proportional to
the energy/variance of that component. Kokes and Gibson [19] applied Yang and Gibson’s spectral entropy-based coefﬁcient selection
to wideband speech coding and showed results that were perceptually
better than those of conventional speech coders. More importantly,
they developed a band combining strategy based on spectral entropy
to formulate an adaptive nonuniform modulated lapped bi-orthogonal
transform (NMLBT) [20], [21]. The more precise frequency selectivity was shown to improve the performance of a wideband speech
coder for both speech and audio signals. Kikkawa and Yoshida [22]
examined the relation between the equivalent rectangular bandwidth,

















  
  
  







  





  
  
  

(a) Coefﬁcients of N blocks
Fig. 1.

  
  
  

  

  









  









  





  
  
  









  







(c) Spectral entropy method

(b) Classical method

Encoding N blocks of data each with M transform coefﬁcients for λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λM .

Blackman-Tukey’s bandwidth, and Campbell’s bandwidth of a random process and developed a uniﬁed representation of these using
the Rényi entropy of the spectrum.
Recently, Roy and Vetterli [23] have deﬁned the effective rank
of a matrix as eH(p) where H(p) is the entropy of its singular
value distribution. On lines similar to those followed for coefﬁcient
rate in [2], [18], they show that the effective rank of a matrix
represents the average number of signiﬁcant dimensions in its range
and thus interpret it as the “effective dimension” of the matrix. Their
work provides a theoretical justiﬁcation to the heuristic entropybased algorithm proposed by Coifman and Wickerhauser [24] for
selecting the best basis for signal representation
by minimizing the

p
log
p
theoretical
dimension
d
=
exp
−
n
n , where pn =
n

|xn |2 / n |xn |2 and xn are the transform coefﬁcients.
Most of the previous research discussed above uses Campbell’s
coefﬁcient rate and spectral entropy as a basis for efﬁciently sampling
frequency coefﬁcients. Yang and Gibson [18] have shown that the
Campbell bandwidth is the minimum average bandwidth for encoding
the process across all possible distortion levels. In addition, Jung and
Gibson [25] have obtained an expression for coefﬁcient rate using
the logarithm of the ratio of rate distortion function slopes of the
given source and a uniform source, where the logarithm is averaged
over large distortions. These results indicate a relationship between
coefﬁcient rate and the rate-distortion function of a source. However,
to the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst time a spectral entropybased coding scheme has been developed.
B. Coefﬁcient selection [18]
Consider a zero-mean stationary continuous-time random process
X(t). Using the K-L expansion in the time interval [0, T ], the process
can be decomposed as
X(t) =





M


Ci φi (t),

(2)

i=1

where φi (t)’s are normalized eigenfunctions and Ci ’s are uncorrelated random variables with E[Ci ] = 0 and E[Ci2 ] = λi .
Hence, the random process can be represented by a random vector
{C1 , C
2 , . . . , CM } and the total average energy of the process is
σ2 = M
i=1 λi .
Let x1 (t1 ), x2 (t2 ), . . . , xN (tN ) be N independent sample functions of X(t). Consider the product of these N independent sample
functions
y(t1 , t2 , . . . , tN ) = x1 (t1 )x2 (t2 ) · · · xN (tN ).

(3)

Yang and Gibson [18] showed that for large N , the number
of occurrences of λi in the high energy terms of the energy of

y(t1 , t2 , . . . , tN ) is proportional to λi and given by
λi
N,
i = 1, 2, . . . , M,
σ2
and the number of high energy coefﬁcients μ in the product is
ni =

μ = exp −N

M

ni
ni
log
N
N
i=1

= eN H(S)

(4)

(5)


λi
λi
where H(S) = − M
i=1 σ 2 log σ 2 is the spectral entropy in discrete
form.
Equation (4) suggests that in a sequence of N samples of a particular coefﬁcient, the number of coefﬁcient samples that should be coded
is proportional to the energy of the coefﬁcient. The basic approach
to source compression implied by the spectral entropy results is
illustrated in Fig. 1. Fig. 1(a) shows M transform components for
N blocks of source data, denoted Cij , i = 1, . . . , M, j = 1, . . . , N ,
where i is the component index and j the block index. Without loss
of generality, we can assume that the components are ordered based
on their energies i.e. λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λM . In classical transform
based coding, coefﬁcient bit allocation is accomplished on a blockby-block basis as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). Given a particular block
(ﬁxed j), a ﬁxed number of bits is allocated across the M coefﬁcients
based on their energies and only coefﬁcients of the C components
with the highest energies are coded. However, the spectral entropy
approach implies that each component should be considered as a
separate sequence, {Cij , j = 1, . . . , N }, as shown in Fig. 1(c),
and the number of signiﬁcant coefﬁcients ni of that component in
the sequence should be determined based on its energy. Therefore,
a coefﬁcient is more likely to be coded if it has high energy. In
contrast to the classical method, this coefﬁcient selection mechanism
entails delay and has been shown to achieve better SNR (with no rate
control) [15] and subjective quality [17].
C. Bit Allocation
Consider the decomposition in (2). As before, let the M components {Ci , i = 1, 2, . . . , M } be independent with E[Ci ] = 0
and E[Ci2 ] = λi . Without loss of generality, we can assume that
λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λM . Let there be N sampling functions
(blocks/frames) each with M such components. Out of the total
M × N coefﬁcients, let L coefﬁcients be coded. Then the spectral
entropy-based coefﬁcient selection derived in the previous sub-section
dictates that the number of coefﬁcients ni coded in each component
be proportional to the energy
 λi of that component i.e. ni = pi L,
where pi = σλ2i and σ 2 = M
i=1 λi .
(S)
If bi is the average number of bits spent to code a coefﬁcient

(S)
of component i, the total number of bits spent is B = M
i=1 ni bi .
The coding distortion is generated by two sources: quantization and

discarding coefﬁcients. Hence the expected value of the distortion of
the ith component can be written as
(S)

di

= ni × E(quantization error)+
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! 

= n i × hi λi 2

(S)

+ (N − ni ) × λi

  


(6)

In this equation, the quantization error is computed assuming that the
overload distortion is negligible and the high-resolution approximation holds and hi is a constant determined
by the distribution of the
√
normalized random variable Ci / λi [26].
(S)
Hence, the problem of bit allocation is to ﬁnd bi for i =
1, 2, . . . , M so as to minimize the overall
D(S) =
M distortion

(S)
(S)
M
d
subject
to
the
constraint
that
n
b
=
B.
Using
i=1 i
i=1 i i
(S)
Lagrangian optimization methods, the number of bits bi allocated
to each of the ni coded coefﬁcients of component i can be shown to
be
⎛
⎞
h
B
λ
1
i
i
(S)
⎠.
(7)
bi =
+ log2 ⎝
λi
L
2
M
σ2
(λ
h
)
i
i
i=1
This is similar to the result of classical bit allocation [26] except that
1
M has been replaced by
the geometric mean of (λi hi )’s M
i=1 (λi hi )
M
pi
i=1 (λi hi ) , the generalized geometric mean with weights pi =
λi
.
The
corresponding
total distortion is
σ2
D(S) = L2−

2B
L

M


λi

(λi hi ) σ2 + N σ 2 −

i=1

M


n i λi .

(8)

i=1

The proposed bit allocation method examines the input transform
coefﬁcients and chooses to code only those that are signiﬁcant for
retaining signal ﬁdelity. Therefore, it is “realization-adaptive” in the
sense that it adapts to the actual coefﬁcient values that need to be
coded. In contrast, the classical bit allocation method relies entirely
on the energies of the transform components and hence is designed
for a class of inputs, all having the same component energies but
different coefﬁcient values. Ortega and Ramchandran [27] have noted
that “input-by-input” approaches that adapt to the source data being
compressed are likely to be superior to “one size ﬁts all” approaches
that are designed to perform well on average for a class of inputs.
In line with their observation, it can be shown that the proposed
bit allocation scheme outperforms (gives lower distortion than) the
classical bit allocation scheme for a given bit budget B and number
of coded coefﬁcients L under certain conditions [28].
For the case when all the components Ci have the same normalized
distribution, hi = h, i = 1, . . . , M and (7) can be rewritten as
(S)

bi

H (2) (S)
λi
B
1
+
+ log2 2
L
2
2
σ
Q
λi
B
1
1
=
+ log2 M
+ log
L 2 2 M 2
λi /M
i=1


=

②

(2)

   
   

  
   

(N − ni ) × E(energy of discarded coefﬁcients)
−2bi

 


   

(9)

③

where H (S) is the spectral entropy expressed in bits and Q =
eH(S) is the coefﬁcient rate. In (9), the ﬁrst term is an average
bit rate, the second term ② depends on the source, and the last
term ③ depends on the current component i being coded. In the
corresponding expression for classical bit allocation, Q is replaced
by M in ② and the arithmetic mean of (λi )’s in the denominator of
③ is replaced by the geometric mean.‘
In a two-dimensional discrete cosine transform (DCT) based
coding scheme, Mester and Franke [29] used the spectral entropy
(corresponding to ②) and the energy (corresponding to ③) of the
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the H.264/AVC encoder using the proposed QM
design method

transform coefﬁcients to classify data blocks and adopted different
coding strategies for the different classes. They used these two
measures to estimate the amount of tolerable errors and sensitivity to
quantization and/or truncation and thus develop an adaptation scheme
for a threshold coding system. The spectral entropy and energy were
treated as orthogonal entities in their work, where as (9) provides a
way to combine these two measures and the average bit rate for bit
allocation.
D. Quantization Matrix Design
(S)

Since the number of bits bi allocated for the ith component
Ci is indicative of the number of steps in the uniform quantizer of
Ci , entropy constrained uniform scalar quantizers optimal for the
component distribution can be used. Considering Ci to be uniformly
distributed within its range, the ith element of the QM can be
designed as follows,
(S)

QM(i) = range(Ci )/(2bi ),

i = 1, 2, . . . , M.

(10)

Alternatively, quantizers can be designed to be optimal for Laplacian
distributed random variables [30], [31] which are commonly used to
model DCT coefﬁcients of image and video.
III. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
We have employed the proposed bit allocation scheme to design
inter 4 × 4 QM for the luminance component in the H.264/AVC
encoder. The overall block diagram of the modiﬁed inter-frame
encoder is given in Fig. 2 with the modiﬁcations indicated by shading.
For each inter frame, the residual transform coefﬁcients of all the
inter 4 × 4 luminance blocks are ﬁrst buffered i.e. M = 16 and
N = width×height
. The energies of the transform components are
16
estimated as the empirical variances of the buffered coefﬁcients.
These are used to choose the signiﬁcant coefﬁcients and design the
luma inter 4 × 4 QM as described in Section II. The coefﬁcients
selected using the spectral entropy-based coefﬁcient selection scheme
are quantized using the designed QMs and ﬁnally entropy coded.
The discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefﬁcients of luminance
inter-prediction residue have been shown to be Laplacian distributed
[32], [33]. Since the integer transform used in the H.264 standard
and the DCT have similar coding gains for prediction residuals [34],
we assume that all components of the H.264 integer transformed data
have the same normalized distribution i.e. hi = h for i = 1, 2, . . . , 16
and can be approximated by a Laplacian distribution.
In our experiments, the high proﬁle of the JM17.0 encoder was
used with IPPP. . . group of pictures (GOP) structure and an intraperiod of 15. The RD curves were obtained by encoding the test video
sequences at four quantization parameters (QP): 20, 25, 30, 35. Fig.
3 and 4 plot the distortion of the luma component versus the average
bits per frame for the encoder using the default QMs (reference
















 



















  

  










         



         





(a) PSNR vs. bits/frame
Fig. 3.

(b) SSIM vs. bits/frame
Comparison of performance for CIF “silent” sequence.














 














  












  







  












   



(a) PSNR vs. bits/frame
Fig. 4.

(b) SSIM vs. bits/frame
Comparison of performance for CIF “stefan” sequence.

method) and newly designed QMs (proposed method) for 2 video
sequences at 352 × 288 (CIF) resolution: “silent” (still camera, fast
but restricted subject motion and relatively low background detail)
and “stefan” (fast content motion with camera pan and high amount
of background detail). Curves are provided using both PSNR and
SSIM as distortion metrics. It can be seen that the proposed QMs
perform as well as or better than the default QMs in terms of both
PSNR and SSIM. The PSNR improvement observed is without any
loss in perceptual quality as indicated by SSIM.
We have also evaluated the performance improvement for various
video sequences in terms of BD-rate [35]. BD-rate for a compression
method with respect to a reference method indicates the average
difference in bit rate of the two methods at constant PSNR. It
can be viewed as a metric that captures the bit rate vs. PSNR
curve in a single number. Given multiple bit rate-PSNR points
{(Rij , Dij ), j = 1, 2, . . .} for the two methods i = 1, 2, the BD-rate
is computed in the following steps [35].
1) Fit a third order polynomial to each of the PSNR vs. log10 (bit
rate) curves for methods 1 and 2. In other words, ﬁnd optimal
ai , bi , ci and di such that
log10 (Rij ) ≈ ai + bi Dij + ci Di2j + di Di3j , i = 1, 2

2) Evaluate the area under each curve as I1 and I2 between the
limits Lmin and Lmax given by
Lmin = max(min{D1j }, min{D2j })
Lmax = min(max{D1j }, max{D2j })
3) Considering method 1 as the reference, compute the average
difference in the bit rate as


BD-rate = 10

(I2 −I1 )
Lmax −Lmin



− 1.

(11)

The BD-rate values presented in Table I are for H.264 compression
using the newly designed QMs compared to the reference H.264
compression with default QMs. Therefore negative values of BD-rate
imply bit rate savings at constant quality for the proposed method
with respect to the reference method. It can be seen that the bit rate
savings vary from 0.5% to 21.3% with an average savings of about
10.4%.
The improved performance of the proposed method can be attributed to two reasons. First, the quantization matrix adapts to the
relative energies of the transform coefﬁcients in the current frame.
Second, the spectral entropy-based coefﬁcient selection mechanism
exploits latency to examine all the coefﬁcients in the current frame
and chooses those that are more important for retaining ﬁdelity. Thus

TABLE I
BD- RATE FOR VARIOUS TEST VIDEO SEQUENCES
Video Sequence
akiyo
container
foreman
mobile
mother-daughter
news
silent
silent
stefan
tempete

Resolution
176 × 144
176 × 144
176 × 144
176 × 144
176 × 144
176 × 144
176 × 144
352 × 288
352 × 288
352 × 288

BD-Rate(%)
− 9.003
−21.294
− 0.558
−11.125
− 5.003
−12.086
−18.822
−21.145
− 3.834
− 1.327

it adapts to the actual coefﬁcient values that need to be quantized. To
achieve further perceptual quality improvement, perceptual weighting
of the coefﬁcients can be incorporated into the QM design by using
a weighted distortion metric. Additionally, the proposed QM design
method can be used for customizing H.264 QMs for other transform
sizes and chrominance components.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work, we derive and develop a quantization matrix (QM)
design scheme based on Campbell’s concepts of coefﬁcient rate and
spectral entropy. The proposed method exploits latency to examine
all the coefﬁcients in a given frame of data, determines the energies
of the transform components, chooses the signiﬁcant coefﬁcients, and
designs the QM based on the statistics of the frame. Thus, it adapts
not only to the changing frame statistics but also to the actual values
of the coefﬁcients in the frame. We also show that the QMs thus
designed on a per-frame basis can outperform the default QMs in the
H.264/AVC encoder and give an average bit rate savings of roughly
10.4%. Although the proposed method for QM design involves one
frame-time delay, it is not computationally intensive. Hence, it can be
used in video encoding applications where latency can be tolerated.
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